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Save the Date
 

 

 AZA’s Year of the Frog
task force is asking you 

to consider planning amphibian awareness 
activities that coincide with the changing of the 
clocks on March 8, 2009. (And perhaps at this 
same time every year). This “Spring Forward” 
initiative marks a logical place on the calendar to 
call attention to the amphibian crisis, and will 
allow AZA members to continue utilizing 
educational materials developed for Year of the 
Frog. 
 

New Graphic
 

 

 
 

Using the same colors
and dimensions as the

2008 Year of the Frog logo, this new logo allows 
for easy substitution on educational materials or 
exhibits that can be used beyond 2008. Available 
at: http://members.aza.org/Departments/Logos. 
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Eighty-five new rescue 
populations; 15 new biosecure areas with 100 in 
planning; $4.4 million spent on captive programs 
with $12.1 million in the next 5 years; $868,000 
spent on fieldwork with $2.1 million in the next 5 
years; and almost $1 million in advertising 
equivalent value. This is all great - pat yourselves 
on the back! But don't stop there, as it's only a 
small fraction of what is needed to rescue 500 
species. Only 1 new rescue species was added in 
2008, while 10 went extinct. Please, take 
advantage of the YOTF media frenzy and 
continue your capital campaigns and new 
conservation programs into 2009 and beyond! 
 

Submitted by: Kevin Zippel, Amphibian Ark Program Director 

 

Celebrating the Coquí in Florida 
Central Floriday Zoo Press Release 
 

The 3rd annual Fiesta del Coquí was held 
September 27-28 at the Central Florida Zoo & 
Botanical Gardens, sponsored by Rumba 100.3 
and La Preciosa 740 AM. The festival caters to 
thousands of people in the area celebrating their 

Hispanic heritage.
Performances 
included Hispanic 
American Youth
Group of Deltona 
(HAY GOD), Tito 
Garcia, and La Sono
de Orlando. Guests 
also enjoyed au
food, vendors, art
and crafts, an
encounters, and more.   

 attraction of the event 
and this year visitors saw three species of the 
famous frog on exhibit as well as baby coquí,” said 
Shonna Green, marketing director. “And, although 
the event began when the Zoo opened the first 
coquí exhibit in the US, the yearly event has 
turned into a really great party during Hispanic
Heritage Month,” Green continued.   
 

T
world-known biologist, Dr. Rafael Joglar. Dr. 
Joglar is a professor at University of Puerto R
and founder of “Proyecto Coqui,” an organization
committed to “conserve the biodiversity and the 
places of ecological importance by means of 
scientific research, education, and advising” 
(http://coqui.uprrp.edu/esp/). Dr. Joglar spo
about the coquí and its importance in the Puerto
Rican ecosystem while Jen Stabile, Zoo Reptile 
Keeper, and students doing field research in 
Puerto Rico also gave presentations. 
 
G
identify conservation actions that would protect 
endangered coquí species. Learn more by 
contacting Amphibian TAG chair Diane Bar
(dbarber@fortworthzoo.org) or downloading th
Action Plan for Ex Situ Amphibian Conservation in 
the AZA Community 
(www.aza.org/ConSc
 

S
(sgrow@aza.org, 301-562-0777 x263). 

AAMMPPHHIIBBIIAANN  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  
MMoonntthhllyy  RReeppoorrtt  ••  NNoovveemmbbeerr  22000088 

LLAASSTT  MMIINNUUTTEE  AAVVAAIILLAABBIILLIITTYY    

Last-minute cancellations have opened 
two spaces in AZA’s Board of Regents 
Amphibian Biology, Conservation, and 
Management course, starting this 
weekend, 8-13 November 2008, at the 
Toledo Zoo. If interested in participating, 
contact AZA’s Professional Training 
Program Specialist Susannah Brooks at 
sbrooks@aza.org or 301-562-0777 x243. 

© Gil Hildago, member of CFZ. 
Photo featured on 2008 AT&T 
Hispanic Directory  
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FFrroomm  tthhee  FFiieelldd
 

Surveying the Northern Leopard Frog  
 

Breana McKnight, Calgary Zoo  
 

Following 2008 being the Year of the Frog, The 
Calgary Zoo’s Centre for Conservation Research 
is continuing its involvement with amphibian 
conservation by instigating new research in 
collaboration with the Government of Alberta 
(Alberta Sustainable Resource Development-Fish 
and Wildlife Division) and the Alberta 
Conservation Association. The northern leopard 
frog population (Rana pipiens; NLF), once 
common throughout Alberta has declined 
significantly, potentially due to habitat 
destruction, pollution, and disease. Previous 
surveys have produced ambiguous and 
conflicting results making it difficult to establish 
the exact status of the NLF population. This 
makes it impossible to estimate the actual rate of 
population decline and whether conservation 
initiatives result in population recovery or 
stabilization.    
 

manner that leads to accurate representation of 
the species, while addressing the issue of 
imperfect detection. To accomplish these goals a 
sample of sites will be repeatedly surveyed over 
a short period of time and site occupancy 
modeling (MacKenzie et al 2002, 2006) will be 
used to estimate detection probabilities of NLF 
and their relationship with covariates, e.g., 
habitat composition, temperature, humidity and 
wind speed. Techniques described by Tyre et al 
(2003) will be used to determine the sampling 
effort necessary under various conditions to 
reduce the probability of a false absence. If the 
resulting monitoring strategy is applied 
consistently over a number of years we will have 
a detailed understanding of NLF populations. 
This will allow managers to identify sites where 
NLF have been lost and sites where they have 
recolonized. This information can then be 
correlated with other compounding factors such 
as disease prevalence, pollution, and habitat 
quality. (Field work commences spring 2009).    

 

AA  CCAALLLL  TTOO  AACCTTIIOONN   

 
Support Needed for New Amphibian 
Conservation Effort in Honduras 
 

Despite increasing amphibian conservation 
work in Mesoamerica, very little attention has 
been directed towards Honduras. Two years 
ago, Jonathan Kolby, Senior Herpetologist at 
Operation Wallacea, conducted the first 
investigation in Honduras to see if Bd was 
present within Cusuco National Park. He 
found the pathogen widespread throughout 
the cloud forest and severely infecting some 
critically endangered amphibians. In 2008, 
Jonathan returned to Cusuco to determine if 
these species appeared to be declining in 
population and suffering from disease. His 
data is beginning to show that the dynamics 
of this pathogen within Cusuco are very 
unstable and that infections rates have 
fluctuated greatly over the course of just one 
year. Since critically endangered species with 

y fragmented distributions are infected 
in Cusuco, Jonathan suggests that some 
species may now be at serious risk of 
extinction without the intervention of ex situ 
conservation assistance. 

Extinct Frog Found in Honduras,” stated an 
article in National Geographic News 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/20

09/080926-extinct-chytrid-frog-honduras-
missions.html). In 2008, Jonathan found an 
adult male Miles’ robber frog (Craugastor 
milesi) in Cusuco National Park. This once-
common frog is listed as “extinct” by the 
Global Amphibian Assessment, as extensive 
surveys had failed to find survivors.  
 

Conservation objectives: To establish an in-
country amphibian rescue and conservation 
center to help prevent amphibian extinctions 
and maintain Honduran amphibian 
biodiversity; to initiate long-term field studies 
to identify the parameters necessary for 
maintaining ex situ populations; to develop in-
country partnerships that will increase the 
conservation skills of Hondurans and ensure a 
sustainable amphibian conservation program.
 

Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo is already an early 
supporter of this work. Contact Jonathan 
Kolby (j_kolby@hotmail.com) to get involved.
 

The goal of this 
research will be to 
design a robust 
survey 
methodology for 
NLF, which can be 
applied 
consistently to 
monitoring efforts 
in the future. The 
objective is to 
select sites in a 
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© Trish Lund, Calgary Zoo 


